
P-103 KNOWLEDGE ORGANISATION (CATALOGUING) 

LONG QUESTION: 

1. Describe the different types of inner forms of library catalogue. 

2. Explain the different forms/services of centralized cataloguing. 

3. What is ISBD? Describe the different areas of ISBD to describe a monographic 

publication. 

4. What is Dublin core? Explain the fifteen element sets. 

5. What do you mean by an entry? How many entries are these in CCC? Explain its data 

element. 

6. What is computerized cataloguing? Explain its needs and benefits in modern era. 

7. Write an essay on different catalogue codes and its features developed till date. 

8. Write an essay on LCSH. 

9. Elaborate the importance of library catalogue with the five fundamental laws of library 

science. 

10. Make a clear description among library catalogue, bibliography and shelf list.  

11. Write a essay on Dublin core metadata elements. 

12. What is Library catalogue. Explain its Objectives and importance in library. 

13. What is Dewey decimal classification? Explain its strength and weakneses. 

14. What is computerized cataloguing? Describe about OPAC, WEBOPAC and SOPAC. 

SHORT ANSWER TYPE QUESTION:  

1. What is RDA? 

2. When and where the Paris principles were adopted? 

3. How many entries are there in AACR-II? 

4. How many sections are there in classified catalogue code? 

5. What is OPAC? 

6. What is Z39.50 protocol? 

7. In ISBD the imprint areas include which elements? 

8. What is WEBOPAC? 

9. What do you mean by author catalogue? 

10. When sears list of subject heading was published and propound it? 

11. What is pre-natal cataloguing? How it helps in centralized cataloguing? 

12. How subject heading are derived through chain procedure? 

13. What are the pre requisites for doing co-operative cataloguing? 

14. Explain the structural features of MARC-21. 

15. What are the objectives of subject cataloguing? 

16. How many entries are there in AACR-II and classified code and what are they? 

17. What is the role of cataloguing to fulfill the objectives of third laws of library 

science? 

18. Write a note on classified catalogue. 

19. Write down the difference between dictionary and classified catalogue. 

20. What is FRBR? 



 


